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a b s t r a c t

In this paper,we propose new iterative schemes for the computation of outer inversewhich
reduce the total number of matrix multiplications per iteration. In particular, we consider
how the hyper-power method of orders 5 and 9 can be accelerated such that they require
4 and 5 matrix multiplications per iteration, respectively. These improvements are tested
against quadratically convergent Schultz’ method and fastest Horner scheme hyper-power
method of order three. Numerical results show the superiority and practical applicability
of the proposed methods. Finally, it is shown that a possibly more efficient method should
have the order at least r ≥ 14, making it useless for practical applications.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Generalized inverses are defined as a suitable generalizations of an ordinary matrix inverse, to the non-invertible, even
non-square matrices. These generalizations are important in many practical applications including statistics and automatic
control.

Assume that A ∈ Cm×n is a given matrix and T and S are linear subspaces of Cn and Cm, respectively. One of the most
general classes of generalized inverses are A(2)

T ,S inverses. Under the condition AT ⊕ S = Cm, there exists a unique matrix
X ∈ Cn×m satisfying

XAX = X, R(X) = T , N (X) = S (1.1)

(see for example [1]). Here R(X) and N (X) denote the range and the null-space of the matrix X , respectively. Matrix X is
known as outer inverse with prescribed range and null-space. If G ∈ Cn×m is a given matrix satisfying the condition (1.1) for
T = R(G) and S = N (G), then X is an outer inverse corresponding to thematrix G. In such a case, we refer to X as G-inverse.

It is well-known that X = A(2)
R(G),N (G) reduces to several other well-known generalized matrix inverses by an appropriate

choice of G. Taking G = A∗ we obtain the Moore–Penrose inverse X = AĎ, which is the unique solution of the following
Penrose equations [1,2]:

(1) AXA = A, (2) XAX = X, (3) (AX)∗ = AX, (4) (XA)∗ = XA.

By further assumption that A ∈ Cn×n is regular, AĎ reduces to an ordinary matrix inverse A−1.
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Assuming that A ∈ Cn×n and ind(A) = l is the smallest integer such that rank(Al) = rank(Al+1), taking G = Al yields
Drazin inverse X = AD, the unique solution of the following system:

(1l) AlXA = Al, (2) XAX = X (5) AX = XA. (1.2)

A large number of different methods for computing generalized inverses are available in the literature. Direct methods
are usually based on SVD (Singular Value Decomposition), QR factorization [3], Gaussian elimination [4,5], etc. On the other
hand, there are certain iterative methods, mainly based on the appropriate generalizations of the well-known hyper-power
method and the Schultz method as its particular case. The aim of this paper is to provide the optimal schemes of practical
importance for the generalized inverse computation using the hyper-power method.

The paper is divided into five sections and organized as follows. In Section 2we give a short study of hyper-powermatrix
iteration and introduce computational efficiency ofmatrixmethods. A general efficient iterative scheme for the realization of
the hyper-powermethod of order 5 is stated in Section 3, aswell as two particular cases. In the samemanner, in Section 4we
develop another scheme for the hyper-power method of order nine possessing a high computational efficiency. Numerical
examples given in the last section demonstrated the superiority of the proposed iterative schemes in practice.

2. Preliminaries

The well-known iterative methods for computing an ordinary inverse A−1 are the hyper-power methods defined by

Xk+1 = Xkpr−1(I − AXk) (k = 0, 1, . . .), (2.1)

where pj(x) = 1 + x + · · · + xj (j ∈ N) and X0 is a given initial matrix. It is known that method (2.1) is convergent with the
order of convergence r if ρ(I − AX0) < 1. For r = 2 (2.1) reduces to the well-known Schultz method [6]:

Xk+1 = Xk(2I − AXk) (k = 0, 1, . . .). (2.2)

First the Schultz method [7–9] and then the hyper-powermethod [10,11] are generalized to theMoore–Penrose, Drazin and
G-inverse computation. The following theorem has been proved in [11]:

Theorem 2.1. For a given matrices A ∈ Cm×n and G ∈ Cn×m such that AR(G) ⊕ N (G) = Cm, the hyper-power method (2.1)
converges to X = A(2)

R(G),N (G) for X0 = αG, where a real constant α is chosen so that ρ(AX −AX0) < 1. In such a case, the method
(2.1) has the order of convergence equal to r.

A usual way to compute Xk+1 by (2.1) is the following Horner scheme fashion

Rk = I − AXk,

Xk+1 = Xk · (I + Rk · (I + Rk · (I + · · · + Rk · (I + Rk) · · · ))) (k = 0, 1, . . .)
(2.3)

which requires total θ = r matrixmultiplications per iteration. This number is important since the total computational time
of the method is directly proportional to θ .

In order to estimate the effectiveness of the particular method IM , we deal with two measures: informational efficiency
Ei and computational efficiency Ec defined by

Ei(IM) = r/θ, Ec(IM) = r1/θ ,

where r is the order of convergence and θ is the number of matrix multiplications per iteration of the method IM . These
efficiency indices were introduced by Traub [12]. Note that Ei((2.3)) = r/r = 1 and Ec((2.3)) = r1/r . Computational
efficiency is maximized for r = 3, i.e. in the following special case

Rk = I − AXk,

Xk+1 = Xk · (I + Rk · (I + Rk)) (k = 0, 1, . . .)
(2.4)

giving Ec((2.4)) = 31/3
≈ 1.44. This is the main reason why the special case (2.4) is mostly used in practice among all

hyper-power iterative methods. We refer to the method (2.4) as HP3.

3. Method of order 5

Consider the hyper-power method of order r = 5 defined by

X0 = αG,

Rk = I − AXk,

Xk+1 = Xk · p4(Rk), p4(x) = 1 + x + x2 + x3 + x4.
(3.1)

By writing p4(Rk) in the Horner form (2.3), total 3 matrix multiplications are needed for its computation. In such a way, we
need total κ = 5 matrix multiplications (two additional for Rk = I − AXk and Xkp4(Rk), respectively) to compute the next
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iteration Xk+1. Observe that Ec((3.1)) = 51/5
≈ 1.38 < Ec((2.2)) ≈ 1.44. For this disadvantage, we are searching for matrix

iterations of order 5 costing less matrix multiplications.
We present a scheme requiring total κ = 4 matrix multiplications to compute Xk+1 from the known value of Xk. In

other words, we show how p4(Rk) can be computed using 2 multiplications. In order to accomplish this, write p4(x) in the
following form

p4(x) = (x2 + c1x + c2)(x2 + d1x + d2) + e1x + e2, (3.2)
where c1, c2, d1, d2, e1 and e2 are appropriate real constants. This form comes natural by the fact that we have only 2
(polynomial) multiplication operations available. The first one will naturally compute x2. The second is obtained by the
product of two (general) quadratic polynomials plus the correction in the form of the linear term e1x + e2.

By expanding and equating the coefficients of (3.2) we obtain the following relations between the coefficients
d1 = 1 − c1, d2 = 1 − c2 − c1d1, e1 = 1 − c1d2 − c2d1, e2 = 1 − c2d2. (3.3)

Note that c1 and c2 are free coefficients and can be chosen arbitrarily. Therefore (3.2)–(3.3) gives us the following family of
matrix iterations which computes p4(x) with just 2 polynomial multiplications:

Rk = I − A · Xk,

Sk = Rk · Rk,

Mk = e2I + e1Rk + (c2I + c1Rk + Sk) · (d2I + d1Rk + Sk),
Xk+1 = Xk · Mk,

(3.4)

which computes Xk+1 with total κ = 4matrixmultiplications. The computational efficiency of the family (3.4) is Ec((3.4)) =

51/4
≈ 1.495 > Ec((2.3)) ≈ 1.44. In what follows, we give two particular cases of the family (3.4).

Case 1. Consider the case c1 = c2 = 0. Now (3.2) becomes
p4(x) = x2(x2 + x + 1) + x + 1

and therefore Xk+1 is computed by

Rk = I − A · Xk,

Sk = Rk · Rk,

Mk = I + Rk + Sk · (I + Rk + Sk),
Xk+1 = Xk · Mk.

(3.5)

In the sequel, the iterative procedure (3.5) will be denoted by IHP51. Note that the all coefficients in the scheme are positive
and equal to 1, making it simpler for implementation which additionally reduces the computational time.
Case 2. Putting e1 = e2 = 0 in (3.3) we get

p4(x) = (x2 + α1x + 1)(x2 + α2x + 1)

whereα1,2 = (1±
√
5)/2. Previous equality is known asOstrowski’s identity [13]. It produces the followingmatrix iteration:

Rk = I − A · Xk,

Sk = Rk · Rk,

Mk = (I + α1Rk + Sk) · (I + α2Rk + Sk),
Xk+1 = Xk · Mk.

(3.6)

In what follows, (3.6) will be denoted by IHP52.

4. Method of order 9

In the same way, we can optimize 9-th order method Xk+1 = Xkp8(Rk). Write the polynomial p8(x) in the following form

u(x) = x4 + ax3 + b1x2 + b2x + b3
v(x) = x4 + ax3 + b4x2 + b5x + b6
p8(x) = u(x)v(x) + b7x2 + b8x + b9

(4.1)

where a and b1, b2, . . . , b9 are constants. Note that the polynomials u(x) and v(x) are chosen such that the one can be
obtained from the other one by simply adding the quadratic term. By equating the coefficients of p8(x) to 1 and by solving
the corresponding system of equations with respect to a, b1, b2, . . . , b9, we obtain the following solution

a = 1/2, b2 =
−16b21 − 8b1 + 21

24 − 64b1
, b4 =

3 − 4b1
4

,

b5 =
−8b21 + 16b1 + 3

4 (8b1 − 3)
, b6 =

16b21 − 12b1 − 16b3 + 11
16

(4.2)
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and
b7 = 1 − b1b6 − b2b5 − b3b4,
b8 = 1 − b2b6 − b3b5,
b9 = 1 − b3b6.

(4.3)

Notice that b1 and b3 are free coefficients and they can be chosen arbitrarily. In order to compute the polynomial u(x) with
just two multiplications, write it in the same form as we wrote p4(x) in the previous section (see (3.2)):

u(x) = (x2 + c1x + c2)(x2 + d1x + d2) + e1x + e2. (4.4)
By equating coefficients and solving the corresponding system of equations, we find

d1 = a − c1, d2 = b1 − c2 − c1d1,
e1 = b2 − c2d1 − c1d2, e2 = b3 − c2d2,

(4.5)

where c1 and c2 are again free coefficients. Hence, we obtain a four-parameter family of schemes for computing p8(x) with
just 3 polynomial multiplications. It induces the following matrix method

Rk = I − A · Xk,

Sk = Rk · Rk,

Mk = e2I + e1Rk + (c2I + c1Rk + Sk) · (d2I + d1Rk + Sk),
Nk = (b6 − b3)I + (b5 − b2)Rk + (b4 − b1)Sk + Mk,

Tk = b9I + b8Rk + b7Sk + Mk · Nk,

Xk+1 = Xk · Tk

(4.6)

requiring total κ = 5 matrix multiplications per iteration. The computational efficiency of (4.6) is Ec((4.6)) = 91/5
≈ 1.55,

which is the highest computational efficiency among all methods considered in this paper. Indeed,
Ec((4.6)) ≈ 1.55 > Ec((3.4)) ≈ 1.495 > Ec((2.4)) ≈ 1.44. (4.7)

Besides, the improved methods (4.6) and (3.4) possess considerably greater informational efficiency; namely

Ei((4.6)) =
9
5

= 1.8 > Ei((3.4)) =
5
4

= 1.25 > Ei((2.4)) =
3
3

= 1. (4.8)

In this paper we will consider a particular case of (4.6), referred to as IHP9, which is obtained for b1 = 0, b3 = 0, c1 = 0
and c2 = 0:

Rk = I − A · Xk,

Sk = Rk · Rk,

Mk =
7
8Rk + Sk ·

 1
2Rk + Sk


,

Nk =
11
16 I −

9
8
Rk +

3
4Sk + Mk,

Tk = I +
51
128Rk +

39
32Sk + Mk · Nk,

Xk+1 = Xk · Tk.

(4.9)

This particular scheme reduces the number of non-zero entries in (4.6). Note that, although all coefficients in IHP9 are ratio-
nal numbers, their denominators are powers of 2,which guarantees the exact representation in the floating-point arithmetic.

5. Numerical examples

All introduced methods are tested on the set of random test matrices. The obtained results are shown in this section. In
order to make results clearer, we use the following abbreviations to denote methods being tested:
• HP2—(2.2): Schultz’ method (classical hyper-power method of order 2)
• HP3—(2.4): Classical hyper-power method of order 3
• IHP51—(3.5): First improvement of the hyper-power method of order 5
• IHP52—(3.6): Second improvement of the hyper-power method of order 5
• IHP9—(4.9): Improvement of the hyper-power method of order 9.

Recall that the HP3 method is the most efficient classical hyper-power method, having computational efficiency equal to
31/3

≈ 1.44.
Methods have been tested on the randomly generated testmatrices using the programpackage Mathematica 9.0 [14].

Numerical tests have been done in the case of an ordinary and Moore–Penrose inverse (G = A∗), as well as Drazin inverse
(G = A) computation. Additional tests are performed on matrices arising from some practical applications, taken from the
well-knownMatrix Market library [15]. Methods have been first tested using a double precision arithmetics and then using
a multi-precision arithmetics (500 significant decimal digits).
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Table 1
Average running times and total matrixmultiplications of each scheme for inversematrix computation.

n HP2 HP3 IHP51 IHP52 IHP9
Time Mult. Time Mult. Time Mult. Time Mult. Time Mult.

600 1.26 65.8 1.12 63.0 0.96 57.8 1.06 57.8 1.14 53.75
700 1.84 68.8 1.68 66.0 1.48 61.0 1.67 61.0 1.68 56.0
800 2.66 70.7 2.45 68.1 2.2 63.0 2.39 63.0 2.43 58.0
900 3.57 70.9 3.23 67.65 2.91 62.4 3.16 62.4 3.28 58.0

1000 4.72 70.8 4.44 68.4 3.93 62.6 4.22 62.6 4.41 58.75
1100 6.12 73.6 5.65 71.4 5.07 65.8 5.37 65.8 5.47 61.0
1200 7.51 73.8 6.92 71.1 6.16 64.8 6.55 64.8 6.67 59.75

5.1. Fixed precision test

In the first test, methods were tested on 20 random matrices for each dimension. Iterations were performed until the
fulfilment of certain stopping conditions (depending on the preset desired precision). The comparison of the average running
times (in seconds) and the average number of total matrix multiplications of each method for a fixed matrix dimension n
was carried out. The number of total matrix multiplications for each run is computed by multiplying the total number of
performed iterations it by the number of matrix multiplications per iteration, which depends on the method (2, 3, 4, 4 and
5 respectively for HP2, HP3, IHP51, IHP52 and IHP9). This number is clearly independent on the concrete implementation
and also on the particular structure of the intermediate matrices used in the computation. On the other hand, the running
time gives the performance on the concrete implementation of the methods, taking into account all improvements of the
modern matrix multiplication algorithms.

5.1.1. Inverse matrix
We generate invertible matrices of order n = 600, 700, . . . , 1200 and compute their inverse matrix. Each matrix is

generated by randn(n, n), i.e. each element is selected as the realization of the normal distributed random variable with
zero mean and unit standard deviation (that is, N (0, 1)). It is well-known that suchmatrices are (almost) always invertible.
The condition number of all generated matrices was approximately 105.

Note that the condition

res(Xk) = ∥Rk∥F = ∥I − AXk∥F < ϵ = 10−10

has been used as the stopping criterion in this test. Here ∥·∥F denotes the Frobenius normwhich can be efficiently computed
in each iteration. An initial matrix is chosen by taking X0 = αA∗, where α = 2/Tr(AA∗). This choice guarantees the
convergence of the method (see, for example, [9,11]). Results are shown in Table 1.

The columns of Table 1 respectively show: the matrix order n and the average running time (time) as well as the average
number of total matrix multiplications (mult.) of each method.

First note that all new methods (IHP51, IHP52, IHP9) outperformed the existing (HP2, HP3) on both criteria in almost
all test examples. One can observe that the method IHP51 has the smallest running time among all methods for all matrix
dimensions n (see bolded entries in Table 1). On the other hand IHP9 has the minimal average number of total matrix
multiplications but also the larger running time than both IHP51 and IHP52. The reason for such behavior is probably the
fact that Mathematica performs some optimizations of the matrix multiplication routines, which was influenced more on
the intermediate matrices produced by IHP9 than IHP51. On the other hand, note that IHP9 has the (computationally) most
expensive single iteration. It makes that each additional iteration produces the largest overhead (both in the computation
time and number of total matrix multiplications) among the other methods. According to the testing results, it usually does
not occur. Finally note that the high convergence order of IHP9 cannot be fully utilized in double precision arithmetics. The
full benefit of the high convergence order would be seen in the fixed number of iterations test (Section 5.2).

On the other hand, note that IHP51has the sameaveragenumber ofmultiplications as IHP52, but less running time. Recall
that both are variants of the same hyper-power method (of order 5) requiring the same number of matrix multiplications
per iteration, but IHP51 is clearly more effective.

5.1.2. Moore–Penrose inverse
For this test, random matrices are generated using the procedure given by the Algorithm GenRand. By rand(m, n) we

denote the randommatrix of sizem× nwhose each entry is selected as the realization of the uniformly distributed random
variable on the segment [−1, 1] (that is, U[−1, 1]). Besides, Bi• denotes the ith row of the matrix B.

Note that all elements of the matrix A, generated by Algorithm GenRand, are realizations of a certain N (0, 1) random
variables since each row ofmatrix B is normalized and the sum of normally distributed random variables is again a normally
distributed random variable. As in the previous example, the condition number of generated matrices was around 105.

Initial matrix is chosen in the same way as in the previous numerical test. As the stopping condition we have used the
condition

res(Xk) = max{∥AXkA − A∥F , ∥XkAXk − Xk∥F } < ϵ = 10−10.
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Algorithm 5.1 GenRand - Generate random square matrix of given size and rank.
Require: Dimension n and rank ρ of the matrix A.
1: C := randn(ρ, n)
2: B := rand(n − ρ, ρ)
3: Bi• := Bi•/∥Bi•∥2 for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n − ρ.

4: Return A =


C
BC


.

Table 2
Average running times and totalmatrixmultiplications of each scheme forMoore–Penrose inverse computation.

n ρ HP2 HP3 IHP51 IHP52 IHP9
Time Mult. Time Mult. Time Mult. Time Mult. Time Mult.

600 480 1.01 39.5 0.86 38.1 0.73 36.0 0.78 36.0 0.8 33.5
700 560 1.52 40.0 1.33 39.0 1.07 36.0 1.18 36.0 1.22 35.0
800 640 2.1 40.0 1.82 39.0 1.52 36.0 1.64 36.0 1.73 35.0
900 720 2.79 40.0 2.46 39.0 2.09 36.0 2.22 36.0 2.27 35.0

1000 800 3.75 40.3 3.2 39.0 2.75 36.0 2.87 36.0 2.98 35.0
1100 880 4.84 41.3 4.11 39.0 3.51 36.0 3.74 36.0 3.77 35.0
1200 960 6.04 42.0 4.99 39.0 4.22 36.0 4.42 36.0 4.6 35.0

Fig. 1. Residual error along the iterations when computing the Moore–Penrose inverse of a random 700 × 700 matrix of rank 560.

Note that it induces (by average) one additional matrix multiplication per iteration, for each method. For all matrix
dimensions n, we used ρ = rank(A) = 4n/5 in this test. Results are shown in Table 2.

As it can be seen from Table 2, the similar conclusions on the ranking of tested methods can be drawn as in the previous
testing. Fig. 1 shows the residual error along iterations for eachmethod and random squarematrix of the dimension n = 700
and rank ρ = 560. It can be seen that the residual error significantly decreases starting from one certain iteration (which
depends on the method and example). The decrease is higher as the order of the considered method is higher.

Weprovide an additional test in the case ofMoore–Penrose inverse on thematrices taken fromMatrixMarket library [15].
These matrices are obtained from various real world problems. The condition number of these matrices varies from 105 to
107. Table 3 shows the running times and total number of multiplications for each method.

It can be clearly noticed that IHP9 outperformed other methods, considered the total number of matrix multiplications,
while IHP51 and IHP52 were the second. In the running time comparison, the IHP51 was the best, while IHP52 and IHP9
were second and third. All other conclusions can be similarly drawn as in the case of randommatrices.

5.1.3. Drazin inverse
In this case, we used random test matrices with specified rank and with property that each eigenvalue is real and has

single multiplicity. One way to generate such matrix is to use the formula A = PDP∗, where P is random orthogonal matrix
and D is diagonal matrix consisting of ρ randomly generated eigenvalues and n−ρ zeros. We used the uniform distribution
U(0.1, 1) for the eigenvalues. These matrices satisfy ρ = rank(A) = rank(A2) and hence l = ind(A) = 1. They were used
as test matrices in [16].

Initial matrix is chosen by X0 = αAwhere α = 2/Tr(A2). The stopping criterion is chosen in the same way as in the case
of Moore–Penrose inverse. Results are shown in Table 4.
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Table 3
Running times and total matrix multiplications of each scheme for inverse matrix and Moore–Penrose inverse computation of
the real world test matrices from Matrix Market [15].

Matrix name m n HP2 HP3 IHP51 IHP52 IHP9
Time Mult. Time Mult. Time Mult. Time Mult. Time Mult.

bp___200 822 822 4.0 104.0 3.43 99.0 3.07 92.0 3.42 92.0 3.74 85.0
bp___400 822 822 3.69 102.0 3.27 96.0 3.04 88.0 3.08 88.0 3.33 80.0
cdde1 961 961 3.57 70.0 3.58 66.0 2.96 60.0 3.19 60.0 3.23 55.0
cdde2 961 961 2.55 48.0 2.33 45.0 2.25 44.0 2.3 44.0 2.47 40.0
cdde3 961 961 3.75 72.0 3.5 69.0 3.19 64.0 3.31 64.0 3.53 60.0
fidap001 216 216 0.09 78.0 0.09 75.0 0.08 68.0 0.09 68.0 0.11 65.0
illc1033 1033 320 3.3 78.0 3.69 75.0 3.18 68.0 3.62 68.0 4.0 65.0
olm500 500 500 34.3 94.0 1.08 90.0 33.3 84.0 33.5 84.0 1.4 75.0
orsirr_1 1030 1030 5.13 80.0 4.68 78.0 4.05 72.0 4.41 72.0 4.56 65.0
orsirr_2 886 886 3.36 78.0 3.18 75.0 2.87 68.0 3.28 68.0 3.41 65.0
well1033 1033 320 2.17 52.0 2.32 48.0 2.15 44.0 2.24 44.0 2.55 40.0

Table 4
Average running times and total matrix multiplications of each scheme for Drazin inverse computation.

n ρ HP2 HP3 IHP51 IHP52 IHP9
Time Mult. Time Mult. Time Mult. Time Mult. Time Mult.

600 480 0.96 37.0 0.82 36.0 0.65 32.0 0.7 32.0 0.71 30.0
700 560 1.46 38.0 1.21 36.0 0.96 32.0 1.04 32.0 1.05 30.0
800 640 1.98 38.0 1.69 36.0 1.37 32.0 1.49 32.0 1.48 30.0
900 720 2.64 38.0 2.27 36.0 1.98 34.2 2.1 34.2 1.98 30.0

1000 800 3.49 38.0 2.92 36.0 2.67 35.8 2.86 35.8 2.54 30.0
1100 880 4.32 38.0 3.67 36.0 3.36 36.0 3.58 36.0 3.15 30.0
1200 960 5.61 39.5 4.77 37.8 4.22 36.0 4.41 36.0 4.25 33.0

Contrary to the previous two examples, here IHP9 has also the smallest average running time for n = 900, 1000, 1100
and comparable to IHP51 in the remaining cases. On the other hand, IHP9 always outperformed other methods in the total
number of matrix multiplications, as in the previous testings.

5.2. Fixed number of iterations test

Unlike the previous case, we compared the final accuracies obtained by each method. In order to provide fair testing
conditions, the total number of matrix multiplications is fixed to 20 for IHP51, IHP52, IHP9, 21 forHP3 and 22 forHP2. This
corresponds respectively to 5, 5, 4, 7 and 11 iterations for IHP51, IHP52, IHP9, HP3 and HP2. Such iteration schemes with
the fixed number of iterations are common in some practical applications.

In the first case when the Moore–Penrose inverse was computed, residual norms

∥AXA − A∥F , ∥XAX − X∥F , ∥AX − (AX)∗∥F , ∥XA − (XA)∗∥F

were compared for eachmethod. Testing is done for onematrix by eachof the 8 test groups (i.e. the combination of dimension
n and rank ρ). Test matrices are generated in the same way as in the previous test (using the Algorithm GenRand) and are
denoted by A1, A2, . . . , A8.

Table 5 shows the residual norms. In order to obtain a satisfactory accuracy after only a few iterations, dimensions of
matrices used in this test are lesser than in the previous one. The last two norms ∥AX − (AX)∗∥F and ∥XA − (XA)∗∥F are
dropped since they aremuch lesser than the first two. It can be seen that allmethods produce very accurate results. However,
IHP9 gives so far the best residual norms. In the same sense, IHP51 and IHP52 are ranked as the second consideringminimum
residual norms on all test matrices, better than HP3 and HP2.

We did the same test, but for Drazin inverse computation and using a multi-precision arithmetic of total 100 significant
decimal digits. Although the multi-precision arithmetics requires a special software and is not available by default on the
most of computer platforms, it has the applications for solving some classes of problems such as Number theory, Experi-
mental mathematics, and many research fields including high energy physics, nonlinear process simulation, finite element
modeling CAD, 3-D real-time graphic, security cryptography, etc.

Test matrices are generated in the same way as in the fixed precision test (see Section 5.1.3) and are denoted by
Ã1, Ã2, . . . , Ã8. In order to further increase the obtained final residual norms, we first applied HP2 method for total one
iteration for Ã1, Ã2 (n = 20, 30), two iterations for Ã3, Ã4, Ã5 (n = 40, 50, 60) and four iterations for Ã6, Ã7, Ã8 (n = 70, 100,
130). Results are given in Table 6. It can be seen that the same conclusions are also valid in this case (compare with Table 4).

Finally,wedid the precision testwhere the comparison of the obtained residual normsof eachmethodwas carried out, for
some ill-conditionedmatrices taken fromMatrix Market [15]. It is known that hyper-power and other iterative methods for
computing inverse matrix and generalized inverses suffer from the accumulation of numerical errors (see [16,17] for more
details). In such a case, starting from some iterations, residual norms start to increase, making all further approximations
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Table 5
Testing results for Moore–Penrose inverse computation and fixed number of iterations. Double precision arithmetic is used.

Method ∥AXA − A∥ ∥XAX − X∥ Method ∥AXA − A∥ ∥XAX − X∥

HP2 3.57 × 10−5 4.07 × 10−5 HP2 2.22 × 10−3 3.71 × 10−4

A1 HP3 1.79 × 10−5 2.04 × 10−5 A5 HP3 1.36 × 10−3 2.28 × 10−4

n = 20 IHP51 1.69 × 10−7 1.93 × 10−7 n = 60 IHP51 5.21 × 10−5 8.8 × 10−6

ρ = 15 IHP52 1.69 × 10−7 1.93 × 10−7 ρ = 35 IHP52 5.21 × 10−5 8.8 × 10−6

IHP9 1.31 × 10−14 2.38 × 10−14 IHP9 3.69 × 10−10 6.26×10−11

HP2 2.94 × 10−2 2.96 × 10−2 HP2 9.12 × 10−3 1.49 × 10−3

A2 HP3 2.32 × 10−2 2.35 × 10−2 A6 HP3 6.23 × 10−3 1.02 × 10−3

n = 30 IHP51 4.64 × 10−3 4.8 × 10−3 n = 70 IHP51 4.77 × 10−4 7.81 × 10−5

ρ = 20 IHP52 4.64 × 10−3 4.8 × 10−3 ρ = 40 IHP52 4.77 × 10−4 7.81 × 10−5

IHP9 1.29 × 10−5 1.34 × 10−5 IHP9 3.93 × 10−8 6.43 × 10−9

HP2 8.85 × 10−4 3.21 × 10−4 HP2 2.12 × 10−1 2.87 × 10−2

A3 HP3 5.3 × 10−4 1.92 × 10−4 A7 HP3 1.74 × 10−1 2.39 × 10−2

n = 40 IHP51 1.68 × 10−5 6.09 × 10−6 n = 100 IHP51 4.7 × 10−2 6.91 × 10−3

ρ = 25 IHP52 1.68 × 10−5 6.09 × 10−6 ρ = 60 IHP52 4.7 × 10−2 6.91 × 10−3

IHP9 5.41 × 10−11 1.96 × 10−11 IHP9 4.81 × 10−4 7.4 × 10−5

HP2 5.86 × 10−3 1.65 × 10−3 HP2 1.48 × 10−1 9.16 × 10−3

A4 HP3 3.96 × 10−3 1.12 × 10−3 A8 HP3 1.14 × 10−1 7.11 × 10−3

n = 50 IHP51 2.82 × 10−4 7.97 × 10−5 n = 130 IHP51 1.99 × 10−2 1.28 × 10−3

ρ = 30 IHP52 2.82 × 10−4 7.97 × 10−5 ρ = 70 IHP52 1.99 × 10−2 1.28 × 10−3

IHP9 1.76 × 10−8 4.97 × 10−9 IHP9 3.76 × 10−5 2.46 × 10−6

Table 6
Testing results for Drazin inverse and multiprecision arithmetic.

Method ∥AXA − A∥ ∥XAX − X∥ Method ∥AXA − A∥ ∥XAX − X∥

HP2 1.78 × 10−9 1.49 × 10−7 HP2 1.49 × 10−7 1.17 × 10−5

Ã1 HP3 5.28 × 10−10 4.42 × 10−8 Ã5 HP3 5.93 × 10−8 4.69 × 10−6

n = 20 IHP51 1.43 × 10−13 1.20 × 10−11 n = 60 IHP51 1.20 × 10−10 9.51 × 10−9

ρ = 15 IHP52 1.43 × 10−13 1.20 × 10−11 ρ = 35 IHP52 1.20 × 10−10 9.51 × 10−9

IHP9 1.23 × 10−26 1.03 × 10−24 IHP9 1.65 × 10−20 1.30×10−18

HP2 3.09 × 10−37 2.96 × 10−36 HP2 3.18 × 10−18 2.44×10−16

Ã2 HP3 1.11 × 10−39 1.06 × 10−38 Ã6 HP3 2.39 × 10−19 1.84×10−17

n = 30 IHP51 3.54 × 10−56 3.39 × 10−55 n = 70 IHP51 6.27 × 10−27 4.81×10−25

ρ = 20 IHP52 3.54 × 10−56 3.39 × 10−55 ρ = 40 IHP52 6.27 × 10−27 4.81×10−25

IHP9 <10−100 <10−100 IHP9 1.05 × 10−54 8.10×10−53

HP2 2.01 × 10−13 1.19 × 10−11 HP2 2.16 × 10−15 1.89×10−13

Ã3 HP3 3.17 × 10−14 1.88 × 10−12 Ã7 HP3 2.54 × 10−16 2.22×10−14

n = 40 IHP51 1.23 × 10−19 7.32 × 10−18 n = 100 IHP51 1.36 × 10−22 1.18×10−20

ρ = 25 IHP52 1.23 × 10−19 7.32 × 10−18 ρ = 60 IHP52 1.36 × 10−22 1.18×10−20

IHP9 1.89 × 10−39 1.12 × 10−37 IHP9 1.43 × 10−45 1.25×10−43

HP2 3.49 × 10−10 2.15 × 10−8 HP2 1.27 × 10−13 1.09×10−11

Ã4 HP3 8.87 × 10−11 5.47 × 10−9 Ã8 HP3 1.96 × 10−14 1.69×10−12

n = 50 IHP51 8.60 × 10−15 5.32 × 10−13 n = 130 IHP51 6.75 × 10−20 5.82×10−18

ρ = 30 IHP52 8.60 × 10−15 5.32 × 10−13 ρ = 70 IHP52 6.75 × 10−20 5.82×10−18

IHP9 1.85 × 10−29 1.15 × 10−27 IHP9 6.53 × 10−40 5.63×10−38

Table 7
Residual norms obtained by each method for some ill-conditioned test matrices from Matrix Market [15].

Matrix name n HP2 HP3 IHP51 IHP52 IHP9

olm2000 2000 3.75 · 10−9 3.80 · 10−9 3.74 · 10−9 3.77 · 10−9 3.79 · 10−9

plat362 362 5.02 · 10−5 4.93 · 10−5 5.07 · 10−5 5.05 · 10−5 5.06 · 10−5

plat1919 1919 0.911594 0.916812 0.921652 0.921105 1.00385
sherman2 1080 1.39 · 10−8 1.38 · 10−8 1.33 · 10−8 1.33 · 10−8 1.36 · 10−8

west2021 2021 5.67 · 10−9 7.33 · 10−9 7.01 · 10−9 6.63 · 10−9 7.28 · 10−9

less accurate. In this test, we run each method until such a behavior happened, and the best obtained residual norms are
taken. Inverse matrices are computed in all examples. Results are shown in Table 7.

Note that the (estimated) condition number of these matrices ranges from 106 to 1012. It can be seen from Table 7 that
the obtained accuracies are the same order of magnitude for each method. Therefore, one can be conclude that the higher
order methods IHP51, IHP52 and IHP9 are not more affected by accumulated numerical errors than HP2 and HP3.
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6. Conclusion

According to the numerical results shown in the previous section, we can conclude that new iterative schemes IHP51,
IHP52 and IHP9 for computing outer inverses (in themost general case) both theoretically and practically improve currently
the best existing ones. Method IHP9 has largest computational efficiency Ec = 91/5

≈ 1.55 and hence it outperforms other
methods in the case of the total number of matrix multiplications required to achieve a certain precision. On the other
hand, IHP51 has the minimal running time for most of the examples and always outperformed IHP52 (having the same
efficiency as IHP51). These facts make IHP9 and IHP51 both suitable for all practical applications. If one needs just the
iterative correction in a constant number of iterations (especially in the multiprecision arithmetics), then IHP9 is certainly
the method of choice, but IHP51 can also be used.

At the end, let us consider the next possible schemeswhichwould obtain a better performances than IHP51 (Ec ≈ 1.552)
and IHP9 (Ec ≈ 1.495) from a theoretical point of view. Both schemes obtain the optimal order for κ = 4 and κ = 5 matrix
multiplications respectively.

The new scheme having larger Ec than IHP9 would have the convergence order r ≥ 14, evidently making it practically
inapplicable. On the other hand, by increasing the number of matrix multiplications per iteration, from κ = 4 to κ = 5,
we increase the computational time overhead for making one additional iteration. Hence, it is not likely that some other
method having κ ≥ 5 will beat IHP51 regarding the total computational time.
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